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- **Some observations on assessment of MOOCS and other variations of prior learning** On earlier occasions we have discussed how our institution has traditionally accepted a large number of transfers and program completers. In many ways, such a niche will become a strength on which we may build in the future. At the heart of that strength has been the assessment by departmental faculty of courses, learning outcomes achieved in various ways, or other forms of prior learning. Those assessments might be review of course materials, or the creation of tests based on reviewed materials, or other assessments, again centered in program faculty. We have no clear idea how long we will even have MOOCS with us (the first O of open is likely to change over time since open usually means free). I would urge that the senate consider a more general motion to cover future assessments of prior student learning.

- **Time Frame for budget development** As many of you may know, the chancellor’s office has moved most of the campus hearings on next year’s budget to the first semester—in our case the third week in December. As has been the case for earlier years, we will post the requests from division heads on President’s and the Vice President for Business and Finance’s web sites. The initial campus open meeting will occur sometime after an early second semester planning and budget advisory committee meeting.

- **Thanks for participation in the Presidential Review** Many of you took time to participate in the review of the president last week. Many thanks for your time, as well as a series of thoughtful comments that will help us build on some positive activities. And once again, thanks for helping us move to the end of our first semester—where we will premiere a new alma mater, crafted after suggestions from the campus by faculty colleagues in English and music.

- **Our annual holiday celebration is Thursday, December 5 at my home**

- **Questions?**